ATTENTION: FOR EXHIBITORS PARTICIPATING IN REINING, RANCH
HORSE RIDING, WESTERN RIDING AND FENCE CLASSES.

The following classes will not run in posted order of go: REINING, RANCH HORSE RIDING,
WESTERN RIDING and FENCE CLASSES (including GROUND POLES & CROSSRAILS). Instead,
there will be a “BLOCK” of time announced at the show for exhibitors, regardless of age, to
complete their pattern “at will” within a discipline, just like in Trail.
For instance, Reining will begin at 8 am on Friday morning and exhibitors, regardless of age
group, will be given a reasonable amount of time to work their reining pattern in Denny Hales
in between their pleasure classes in Session 1 in the Coliseum and Cooper. The block of time
for Reining will be announced at the show, depending upon the number of entries, etc. After
the Reining block of time is completed, there will be a block of time announced for Western
Riding exhibitors to complete their pattern during that block, etc.
The same procedure will be followed on Saturday for Ground Poles, Crossrails and Beg. Jumper
beginning at 8 am. Hunter Hack classes (which have rail work) will proceed in the order
posted and will not begin until Beginner Jumper is completed.
The same procedure will also be followed on Sunday with the fence classes, starting at 8 am,
with a time block for each fence height.

Exhibitors will most certainly have to be alert and keep track of the
progress in Denny Hales. We will do our best to keep everyone
posted, with announcements being made in the Coliseum, Cooper,
Denny Hales and the Gilligan Barn. But it is the exhibitor’s
responsibility to complete their pattern in the time block announced.
If you have a conflict with a class in another arena it is the exhibitor’s
responsibility to make arrangements with the Paddock Personnel to
be moved to another place in the order of go in that class.
As with all classes at AAYHS there will be no refund for a missed class.

